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Related: Lose Your Belly with Just Two Exercise Moves
Chances are, if you’re feeling it in your hips, you may have poor hip mobility. Past injuries, your
current workout or workouts, or even your lifestyle can affect the amount of hip mobility and
flexibility you have. The issue could be connected to your quads as well, explains Marraccini.
“Are your quads tight or are you quad dominant, meaning your quads tend to take over when
doing leg exercises?” she asks. “Because the quads are connected to the hips as well, they
affect each other, too.”
(The Slim, Sexy, Strong Workout DVD is the fast, flexible workout you've been waiting for!)
So what should you do if you’re feeling some discomfort in the hips while you’re working to
chisel your middle? First, notice if your hips are firing before your core during the exercise. “If
so, you’re most likely using strength from the hips to do the exercise and not relying on your
core strength,” says Marraccini. “You can still perform these abs exercises, like leg lowers and
toe touches, but these may not be movements that you’ll benefit from most.” Because the hips
and core are connected, you will always be working the hips during abs exercises, and feeling
discomfort when you’re pushing yourself or taxing a certain muscle group is normal.
However, if you’re feeling pain in the hips, avoid doing the exercise that’s causing you pain. If
you’re in a group fitness class, let the instructor know and ask if there is a modification that you
can do instead. Marraccini recommends keeping it simple. “It is fun to do the ‘fancy’ core
exercises every now and then but it’s always great to bring it back to the basics—exercises
such as planks and standing cable twists are great since they focus on engaging the core first
and are less hip dependent,” she says. “Butterfly situps are also great since they help to
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disengage the hips slightly and recruit a bit more core strength.”
This 60-second plank workout will make your abs cry:

Related: This Is How Long You Really Need To Hold A Plank To See Results
You should also incorporate mobility into your workouts; not just for your hips but your entire
body, suggests Marraccini. “We are constantly in a ‘crunch’ position sitting at a desk or a
computer all day, so taking the time to stretch, open up the hips shoulders, and back, and to
just recover will only improve your workouts.”
And don’t just give up on abs exercises if you’re feeling uncomfortable or fatigued in the hips.
“These muscles are the center of your body, where all your power and stability come from,”
says Marraccini. “This is the base to grow as an athlete or just as a healthier individual.”
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